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On 2 February 2022, the Belgian Data Protection Authority (DPA) issued a decision concerning IAB Europe and its Transparency and Consent Framework (TCF), a system designed to facilitate compliance of real-time bidding (RTB), a widespread online advertising approach, with the GDPR. In this article, we summarise the context of this decision and analyse the decision itself. We argue that by characterising IAB Europe as a joint controller with RTB actors, the Belgian decision gives DPAs an agreed-upon blueprint to deal with a structurally difficult enforcement challenge. Furthermore, under the DPA’s simple-looking remedial orders are deep technical and organisational tensions. We analyse these “impossible asks”, concluding that absent a fundamental change to RTB, IAB Europe will be unable to adapt the TCF to bring RTB into compliance with the decision.

1 Introduction
Real-time bidding (RTB) is a system where predetermined advertising space, such as a banner advert on a website or a splash screen in an app, is allocated in “real-time” (while the website or app is loading) through an auction process for each ad space, typically by profiling the user to whom the advert will be shown. The precise mechanics of this practice are quite complex, have been detailed elsewhere, and for this paper some knowledge will be assumed about the main practises and actors for reasons of space. In effect, RTB involves a range of actors interacting around a bid request, structured data about a site or app and its visitor which informs auction participants, who in turn analyse and profile the request to inform their bidding choices, with the auction winner able to choose the ad shown on the page. Actors include the advertisers that pay for advertising space; the publishers who offer advertising slots on their websites or apps; the consent management platforms (CMPs), which show sophisticated “cookie banners” that publishers employ to interact with both users and technologies embedded on their websites and apps; and the adtech vendors who intermediate between publishers and advertisers, and offer services ranging from auction exchanges, profiling and data brokering, tracking technologies, ad fraud detection, or the technical delivery and display of adverts. Within this system, an important actor is the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB), a membership organisation that coordinates various efforts concerning RTB, with many related organisations in different jurisdictions, including IAB Europe in Belgium.

1.1 RTB’s Enforcement Challenge
Proponents claim that RTB benefits marketers, businesses and websites, but as RTB has emerged and matured over the last 10–15 years, its functional effects and use of personal data has led to an accumulation of concerns around the privacy and data protection properties of the ecosystem that operates it.

Regulators have struggled to get a handle on the data protection challenges of RTB. A first hurdle is the complexity of the technical data processing infrastructure, understanding of which is a valuable commodity that adtech intermediaries — the many actors, sometimes called “vendors”, between advertisers and publishers — themselves sell. This complexity is compounded by a difficulty in identifying which of the many actors in a system of RTB are responsible for what. We summarise the general stances of industry actors below.

- Adtech vendors hold that they are processing data legally, as they place their trust in assurances from other actors they believe are capable of creating a valid legal basis for their activities and send-

1 Readers new to RTB may find it useful to either read the first part of the ruling itself, or a more detailed description aimed at lawyers can be found in Michael Veale and Frederik Zuidervan Borgesius, ‘Adtech and Real-Time Bidding under European Data Protection Law’ (2022) 23 German Law Journal.
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ing them reliable records to prove this.

- **Consent management platforms** hold they are just a configurable tool for publishers to deploy, and that illegality should lay on the door of publishers for misconfiguration.

- **Publishers** hold they are at the behest of an industry in which they are rule-takers more than rule-makers. Legal limits have been set on their responsibility for illegality downstream by adtech actors by the CJEU.4

- **Advertisers** hold that they simply purchase a service with little direct role, contracting with adtech vendors, although at times they may also be publishers (eg relating to tracking or ad attribution infrastructure on their own websites).

Amidst all this, the Interactive Advertising Bureau claims, through various legal entities using the IAB brand in several jurisdictions, to simply provide some best practice tools, and denies legal responsibility for data processing operations relating to aspects of real-time bidding.

The consequence of these stances is that each actor in RTB attempts to locate significant responsibility elsewhere. The structural allocation of responsibility appears deliberately nebulous, and has long left DPAs struggling. Data protection is arguably not well set-up for such ecosystems, with its current imaginaries of data controllership, “[enabling] the design of complex cobwebs of control the principal purpose of which is to complicate enforcement”.5 There is a huge number of actors in the RTB ecosystem; 790 legal entities in IAB Europe’s “Global Vendor List” alone.6 DPAs are capable of launching a joint operation across borders,7 or requiring mutual assistance on national investigations,8 but the scale seems daunting. Furthermore, data protection authorities can struggle to know who to enforce against first. As both the Decision discussed below and recent CJEU rulings indicate,9 adtech entities tend to misclassify themselves within the regime, for example either as data processors or not processing data at all, further relieving themselves of responsibility. DPAs therefore have to engage in both a disagreement with entities about their factual status within data protection before coming to substantial conclusions about enforcement. In a cross-border process, enforcement entails a tricky two-step alignment between regulators, consisting in making them, similarly to engineering standards throughout history.10 In contrast, membership of the TCF requires an annual fee of 1,200 EUR to be paid to IAB Europe, and members must adhere to a range of specific and restrictive policies IAB Europe determine — for example, which adtech vendors they should include on their website or app, or how systems they use to obtain consent should store the consent signals in a cookie. Unlike typical engineering standards, parts of the TCF itself requires users to refer to a list of authorised users of the framework, called the Global Vendor List, published in a regularly updated JSON file by IAB Europe. As a whole framework, the TCF thus partly resembles an Internet standard (with technical specifications), partly a club (the system is technically designed not to work with non-members), and partly a contractual arrangement (through mandatory terms and conditions and policies created by IAB Europe). It is worth noting that many TCF participants are also members of IAB Europe.

1.2 The Transparency and Consent Framework (TCF)

With the heightened penalties of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) since May 2018, actors in this ecosystem sought to establish that their activities were aligned with the regulation.11 The Interactive Advertising Bureau Europe (IAB Europe), “a federation representing the digital advertisement and marketing industry on the European level”,12 supported regulatory alignment on behalf of its members through the development of the Transparency & Consent Framework (TCF). The TCF aimed to provide the necessary legal basis for the data processing as part of RTB to continue.

In essence, the TCF is a set of policies, technical specifications, and terms and conditions that instruct participating organisations how to act, including how to generate, transmit, and treat the metadata that describes the lawful bases for data processing happening in the context of RTB, specifically OpenRTB. OpenRTB is one of the most widely used protocols for RTB, providing the technical standards for messages between ad space providers, publishers, and competing buyers of ad space. Google provide a proprietary alternative, “Authorized Buyers”, which is not the subject of this paper, although it does interact and partially interoperate with both OpenRTB and the TCF.13 IAB Europe developed the TCF with the express purpose to bring the processing of personal data already happening in OpenRTB into conformity with the GDPR and ePrivacy Directive14, indirectly promoting it as an attractive solution. Incidentally, OpenRTB is developed by the (legally distinct) IAB Tech Lab, located in New York.

TCF is not a “permissionless” technical document, a standard published by a national standardisation body typically would be. Anyone can make and host a website using standards such as HTTP, HTML and TCP/IP, without asking for permission from the bodies involved in making them, similarly to engineering standards throughout history.15 In contrast, membership of the TCF requires an annual fee of 1,200 EUR to be paid to IAB Europe, and members must adhere to a range of specific and restrictive policies IAB Europe determine — for example, which adtech vendors they should include on their website or app, or how systems they use to obtain consent should store the consent signals in a cookie. Unlike typical engineering standards, parts of the TCF itself requires users to refer to a list of authorised users of the framework, called the Global Vendor List, published in a regularly updated JSON file by IAB Europe. As a whole framework, the TCF thus partly resembles an Internet standard (with technical specifications), partly a club (the system is technically designed not to work with non-members), and partly a contractual arrangement (through mandatory terms and conditions and policies created by IAB Europe). It is worth noting that many TCF participants are also members of IAB Europe.

1.3 Genesis of the Decision

Complaints around real-time bidding were publicly filed to data protection regulators in the UK and Ireland in September 2018,16 and

---

6 At the time of writing in February 2022, see https://iab europe.eu/vendor-list-tcf-v2-0/.
7 GDPR, art 62.
8 GDPR, art 61.
9 In particular Case C-210/16 Wirtschaftsfakademie Schleswig-Holstein ECLI:EU:C:2018:388 (on Facebook fan-pages) and Case C-49/17 Fashion ID ECLI:EU:C:2019:629 (on Facebook website plugins).
11 Decision, para. 36.
12 On proprietary and open RTB standards, see Costello (n 2) 13–14.
14 See generally JoAnne Yates and Craig Murphy, Engineering Rules: Global Standard Setting since 1880 (Johns Hopkins University Press 2019). This “permissionlessness” is distinct from the possibility of auditing driven by law or markets.
15 Douglas Busvine, ‘Mozilla Co-Founder’s Brave Files Adtech Complaint against Google’, (Reuters, 12 September 2018); James Killock and Michael
in 12 other EU countries by the end of 2019.\footnote{Decision, para. 300.} Out of various actors mentioned in these complaints, IAB Europe is headquartered in Brussels, and therefore Belgium was considered the leading supervisory authority for those components. In February 2022, the Belgian Data Protection Authority (Belgian DPA) published a decision in relation to the role of IAB Europe within real-time bidding.\footnote{Decision, paras. 302–3; on IP addresses as personal data see GDPR, art 80(1) by the Paragraphyn Foundation, a Polish NGO), the Dutch NGO Bits of Freedom and the Belgian NGO La Ligue des Droits.\footnote{Decision, para. 281.} A simple majority vote is possible in the case of disputes, but only if at least a month has passed, see GDPR, art 65(2–3).\footnote{Decision on the merits 21/2022 of 2 February 2022 (hereafter “Decision”).} The decision was published sooner than a month after a final version of the text came out through a detailed reading of the reasoning and analysis of RTB more broadly, rather than looking simply at the breaches and sanctions, such as the changing of TCF policies, which are fully anchored in the IAB Europe’s responsibilities alone.

2. Summary of the decision

What follows is an account of the main points of the nearly 130 page decision, showing the structure of the Belgian DPA’s argument. For the reasons above, many of the key points and broader consequences in this ruling come out through a detailed reading of the reasoning and analysis of RTB more broadly, rather than looking simply at the breaches and sanctions, such as the changing of TCF policies, which are fully anchored in the IAB Europe’s responsibilities alone.

2.1 The TC string is personal data

IAB Europe’s entire TCF hinges on passing around a standardised string text (the “Transparency and Consent String”, hereafter “TC string”) between all the actors in the RTB ecosystem. This TC string supposedly represents a data subject’s consent, objections, and preferences for the processing of their personal data, and is generated as a result of a user interacting with a consent management platform on a website or app. The Consent Management Platform (CMP) captures such preferences, encodes them and stores it in a TC string which will be shared with the organisations participating in the OpenRTB system as metadata. All processing of personal data that happens afterwards in the context of the TCF and OpenRTB is predicated on the values in this string.

The Belgian DPA states that the TC string is personal data under the GDPR. The TC string does not contain a unique identifier for a user, leading the regulator to agree with IAB Europe that the contents of the string do not directly identify a user.\footnote{GDPR, art 56. Complainants named in the decision are Johnny Ryan, Civil Liberties Union for Europe, ‘Prevent the Online Ad Industry from Misusing Your Data - Join the #StopSpyingOnUs Campaign’ (Liberties.eu, 4 June 2019) https://www.liberties.eu/en/stories/stop-spying-on-us-fix-ad-tech-campaign/272; accessed 5 February 2022; Tilman Herbrich and Elisabeth Niekrenz, ‘Privacy Litigation Against Real-Time Bidding — Data-Driven Online Marketing: Enforcing the GDPR by Protecting the Rights of Individuals under Civil Law’ (2021) 22 Computer Law Review International 129, 135.} In place of a unique identifier, the TC string is connected to a user by how it is i) stored on a user’s device as a cookie, and retrievable by TCF members seeking to access it; and ii) used as metadata to a bid request made by a user’s browser to indicate a user’s recorded preferences.

The Belgian DPA states that the TC string can be considered personal data through two routes. Firstly, whenever the string is created and stored on a user’s device as a cookie, and retrievable by TCF members seeking to access it; and ii) used as metadata to a bid request made by a user’s browser to indicate a user’s recorded preferences.
other mechanisms of singling out a user.\footnote{23}

Secondly, the regulator uses a teleological argument, stating that if the purpose of processing is to single individuals out (i.e. to transmit preferences unique to them), then it may be assumed that the controller or another party can identify these individuals.\footnote{24}

2.2 IAB Europe is a data controller in the context of the TC string

The Belgian DPA states that, contrary to the defendant’s claims, IAB Europe is a data controller in relation to the TC string. The analytical reasoning of the regulator consists of the following.

2.2.1 Access to personal data

As a preliminary note, it is important to remember that IAB Europe does not need to have access to TC strings in use to be considered a controller. Settled European case-law states that data controllers need no access to personal data to be found as controllers, a definition depending instead on whether parties have decisive influence on the means and purposes of processing.\footnote{25}

2.2.2 Purpose of processing

IAB Europe determines the purpose of the TC string itself: to “encapsulate and encode all the information disclosed to a user and the expression of their preferences for their personal data processing under the GDPR”, such that this information is captured by the CMP, which in turn encodes and shares the string with the vendors.\footnote{26} However, the Belgian DPA does not stop here. It notes that the TCF is offered “with the aim of indirectly promoting the use of OpenRTB”, with IAB Europe acting as a “hinge” between OpenRTB and the TCF.\footnote{27} This, the Belgian DPA argues, stems primarily from an explicit determination of purposes: the exhaustive and specifically worded list of potential purposes, created by IAB Europe, that OpenRTB entities are allowed to pursue when using the TCF.\footnote{28} This link begins to blur the responsibility of IAB Europe and draw them into determining the purpose of TCF-affiliated entities’ use of OpenRTB — i.e. OpenRTB use in the EU — even though the Belgian DPA does not claim that IAB, Europe, TechLab or otherwise, is a controller with regard to the vanilla OpenRTB standard.\footnote{29}

2.2.3 Means of processing

The Belgian DPA also establishes that IAB Europe determines the means of processing. IAB Europe establishes this contractually, as participants to the TCF must follow the binding rules integrated in the Terms and Conditions for the IAB Europe Transparency & Consent Framework (which in turn refer to further documents).

Firstly, such terms require entities to register with IAB Europe before being permitted to generate a TC string, and to follow particular technical specifications relating to how many aspects of processing may occur. For example, IAB Europe states that “every consent manager MUST” provide an API with very specific function calls that allow the TC string to be queried in real-time by, for example, adtech vendors that are embedded on a page.\footnote{30} They also determine the storage location and method of the TC string, as well as the retention period.\footnote{31}

Secondly, IAB Europe determines the means of processing by determining the recipients to whom the TC string may be shared with, and who not, by means of the dynamically updated Global Vendor List, the list of TCF-authorised adtech vendors approved and published by IAB Europe.\footnote{32} Publishers are not allowed to both use the TC standard and work with any vendor who has not registered with the IAB Europe.\footnote{33} This in particular appears to distinguish the TCF from a “permissionless” standard such as HTTP or TCP/IP.

This has lessons for the limits of controllership as well as its extent. IAB Europe does not merely set the rules of the road, but determines, dynamically and contractually, which specific road all actors are allowed to use, and which not. While influence over means will remain a case-by-case test, this specific role of the IAB in this regard will mitigate concerns that standard-setting bodies like the ISO, IETF or W3C might find themselves data controllers: these merely provide documents with voluntary guidelines, whereas TCF is a members-only, centrally managed, and non-discretionary set of rules with an annual price tag of 1,200 EUR.

2.3 IAB Europe is not a controller of OpenRTB, but...

While the Belgian DPA notes that the scope of this decision applies solely to the TCF and its TC string, it notes that both the string and the Framework are interwoven with OpenRTB. Compliance of the OpenRTB with the GDPR is assessed as part of a holistic analysis of the TCF and its interaction with OpenRTB.\footnote{34} After all, the TCF was designed “precisely to bring the processing of personal data based on the OpenRTB protocol, among others, into conformity with the applicable regulations”, and was “never intended to be a stand-alone, independent ecosystem”.\footnote{35}

IAB Europe was found in the decision to play a pivotal role in OpenRTB, but this does not mean it is a data controller in respect of that particular protocol of standard. This role stems from the way the current version of the TCF is the tool on which OpenRTB actors rely on to justify compliance with the GDPR, and how the defendant facilitates membership and use of the OpenRTB to a significant number of participating organisations. Indeed, none of the Belgian DPA’s logics rely on identifying IAB Europe or any other actor as the data controller of the OpenRTB protocol.\footnote{36}

Instead, IAB Europe’s data controllership of the TCF and TC string, and the data controllership of a broader array of data controllers acting within the OpenRTB must, according to the Belgian DPA, be considered as part of a pattern of converging decisions.\footnote{37} This terminology is used by the EDPB to indicate where joint controllership will be found: where decisions both complement each other and are inextricably linked, and processing would not be possible without all relevant parties’ participation in the process.\footnote{38}

Given the role of the TCF in (attempting to) legalise the actors’ processing within OpenRTB, the Belgian DPA notes that the TCF
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cannot be regarded as an activity undertaken for IAB Europe’s “own purposes or self-preservation”, but instead “to facilitate further processing by third parties” — i.e. other adtech actors. This allows the regulator to come to a much larger conclusion than IAB Europe’s role in controlling the processing of just the TC string: “IAB Europe and the respective participating organisations should be considered as joint controllers for the collection and subsequent dissemination of users’ consent, objections and preferences [the TC string], as well as for the related processing of their personal data” [emphasis added].

This embroils IAB Europe — which held that it was neither a controller or processor, and that the TC string was not personal data — into joint controllership of not just the TC string, but of related processing occurring with actors throughout the OpenRTB system, at least where processing relies on the TCF.

### 2.3.1 Relation with CJEU Fashion ID decision

At first glance, the DPA’s approach to controllership might seem to contradict the CJEU in Fashion ID, where a website and an advertising plugin were joint controllers but only for the stage of obtaining the consent; such joint controllership by the website did not extend to the downstream processing of personal data by the organisation that owned the plugin (Facebook). However, there are key differences in this case. In particular, IAB Europe are not the website responsible for securing consent; they are the organisation setting, inter alia, the list of purposes for which that consent can be obtained by all downstream actors, even when the data is passed from one adtech vendor to another, and the means by which it can be obtained, recorded and queried later on, and binding each of those actors technically and through policies.

The TCF’s influence and its structural necessity to even the putative legality of the entire system spans actors down the chain of processing, unlike the website in Fashion ID, which, in the eyes of the CJEU, could only ever influence the first “phase” of processing — collection. Consequently, the view of the regulator does not seem out of line with the view of the CJEU in Fashion ID.

### 2.4 Who is IAB Europe a joint controller with?

If IAB Europe is not a joint controller with the abstract notion of the OpenRTB as a protocol, then who are these actors IAB Europe is joint controller with, and to what extent?

#### 2.4.1 Consent Management Platforms (CMPs)

The Belgian DPA, in its factual analysis of the controllership situation of RTB, disagrees with the claim of IAB Europe that CMPs are “in principle” processors, concluding instead that TCF-registered CMPs play a significant role and therefore bear some (joint) responsibility. CMPs’ main task is to provide interfaces through which users indicate their preferences, and the TCF gives them some discretion over how to design these. Because these interfaces can have a direct impact on users’ choices, CMPs bear joint responsibility over the processing of users’ personal data within the TCF and OpenRTB ecosystem.

IAB Europe is a joint controller with CMPs since they determine the potential recipients through the Global Vendors List. This list of recipients is included by default in TCF CMPs’ interfaces. Should CMPs choose to exclude some vendors from this list on their own volition or by request of the publisher, the Belgian DPA then considers that the CMP or the publisher are acting as data controller in that respect. However, this does not entirely remove the responsibility of IAB Europe, since without them this list of adtech vendors from which the CMPs and publishers pick and choose would not even exist.

### 2.4.2 Publishers

The Belgian DPA concludes that publishers act as data controllers for the processing of user’s preferences in a TC string as well as their personal data processed in a bid request. The TCF envisages publishers as controllers, deciding which (TCF-approved) CMP to contract, which adtech vendors are allowed to operate within their website or application, exercising control over the legal basis for a specific purpose, and excluding certain processing purposes.

The Belgian DPA, however, notes that IAB Europe binds publishers through its TCF Policies to only use the processing purposes specifically laid out by IAB Europe, and to refrain from instructing CMPs to use any different processing purposes either. Consequently, unless publishers choose to ignore IAB Europe’s policy (at which point, the TCF Policies forbid them from participating in the TCF), then IAB Europe is to be considered a joint controller with the publishers. Because publishers utilise CMPs, they act as a joint controller in all cases with regard to the TC string for the reasons similar to CMPs.

It is worth noting that the Belgian DPA did not elaborate on the balance of responsibility between publisher–CMP, as this was not required in this decision, and in any case may differ on specific factual grounds.

#### 2.4.3 Adtech vendors

Like publishers, many adtech vendors too are typically accepted uncontroversially as controllers. In further similarities to publishers, adtech vendors registered with the TCF are restrained in the processing purposes they can choose based on the list provided by IAB Europe. Consequently, IAB Europe is a joint controller with adtech vendors of these processing activities — except insofar as adtech vendors do further processing outside of this framework, such as by attempting to establish a legal basis independent of the TCF with regard to a data subject, or with adtech vendors not registered with the TCF and therefore not on the Global Vendor List.

### 2.4.4 Summary

These findings together lead the Belgian DPA to conclude that “[IAB Europe] as well as the CMPs, publishers and participating adtech vendors should be regarded as joint data controllers for the collection and dissemination of users’ preferences, objections and consent and for the subsequent processing of their personal data”. Because IAB Europe did not consider the TC string as personal data, it did not establish a legal basis for processing it: consent was not

#### 2.5 Illegal processing and failed obligations

The regulator finds an array of breaches of the GDPR. They also analyse other provisions and find there were no breaches. For space, we consider only breaches here.

#### 2.5.1 Illegal processing of the TC string

Because IAB Europe did not consider the TC string as personal data, it did not establish a legal basis for processing it: consent was not
requested; contract necessity was inapplicable, and so legality hinged on an analysis of legitimate interest. Although the Belgian DPA found that generating and processing the TC string happened for a legitimate purpose (signalling user’s preferences) and only included the necessary information to do so (necessity of processing test), they found that the third condition for legitimate interest—whether the processing that happened could be reasonably expected by the data subject—was missing. Because hundreds of advertising actors would be sent the TC string, with no information about this provided to the user, and no way to object to it\textsuperscript{49}, the Belgian DPA concluded this could not reasonably be expected, and thus there was no legal basis for the processing of the TC string.

It is worth noting that none of this reasoning is based on the e-Privacy Directive, which would require a finding that the TC string cookie was strictly necessary for a service requested by an end-user to avoid it requiring separate consent to store or access from a user’s browser.

\subsection*{2.5.2 Illegal processing of personal data facilitated by the TC string}

The purpose of the TCF String was to provide a legal basis for the processing of other personal data throughout the RTB ecosystem, but the Belgian DPA found that “none of the legal grounds proposed and implemented by the TCF can be lawfully invoked by TCF participants”\textsuperscript{50}, whether consent, legitimate interest, or contract.

**Consent.** Consent, as typically the most challenging legal basis to establish because of its strict requirements that it needs to be free, specific, informed and unambiguous, has a number of hurdles to its validity.\textsuperscript{51} Firstly, the processing purposes that IAB Europe imposes on TCF participants are too vague and even misleading to render consent specific (“measure content performance”; “apply market research to generate audience insights”).\textsuperscript{52} Secondly, there are too many actors involved that it would require a disproportionate amount of time for data subjects to understand who they are consenting to and be meaningfully informed.\textsuperscript{53} Thirdly, users cannot consent to downstream processes of enrichment of their bid requests by data brokers because they “cannot possibly be properly informed”, as the TCF does not allow brokers to indicate what data they already hold on a particular user and what they do with it. Fourthly, CMPs considered by the Belgian DPA both provide insufficient overviews about categories of data collected,\textsuperscript{54} and insufficient granularity about the different processing operations undertaken by each vendor.\textsuperscript{55} Lastly, users cannot effectively withdraw consent, because after withdrawing consent the adtech vendor is in principle no longer able to process personal data of a data subject, and is thus unable to identify who that withdrawal signal belongs to.\textsuperscript{56}

**Legitimate interest.** Given that consent cannot structurally be obtained, it is unsurprising that the Belgian DPA rejects legitimate interest as a ground within TCF participants’ use of RTB. They do so in several ways. Firstly, they state that the TCF policies structurally prevent vendors in explaining their specific legitimate interests, instead abiding to generic IAB Europe—provided text, meaning that they will be unable to establish them.\textsuperscript{57} Secondly, they note that necessity requires data minimisation, which is impossible to establish due to the lack of safeguards surrounding downstream data use.\textsuperscript{58} Thirdly, similarly to concerns around consent, the Belgian DPA notes that there are too many participants, this time not relating to an individual’s capacity to inform herself, but in relation to an individual’s reasonable expectations of processing (failing the balancing test the legitimate interest so requires).\textsuperscript{59} Lastly, they point to statements by the EDPB and the UK ICO as supporting their view that legitimate interest cannot be used in behavioural advertising and/or RTB.\textsuperscript{60} While the Belgian DPA initially homes in its analysis on only legitimate interest purposes that “entail targeted advertising or profiling of the users”, part of the reasoning they use, particularly around the lack of transmission safeguards and number of vendors, appears to relate to all legitimate interests communicated through RTB.\textsuperscript{61}

**Contract.** Following EDPB guidelines, the Belgian DPA does not consider processing personal data for behavioural advertising a (pre) contractual necessity.\textsuperscript{62}

Thus, the Belgian DPA concludes that processing of personal data in OpenRTB on the basis of the TCF is incompatible with the GDPR due to a lack of lawfulness and fairness.

\subsection*{2.5.3 Breach of Transparency}

Similarly to the reasoning concerning the inapplicability of consent, the Belgian DPA finds that the processing purposes provided are too vague, not sufficiently clearly described, and in some cases are even misleading\textsuperscript{63}, showcasing that purpose 8 (“Measure content performance”) and 9 (“Apply market research to generate audience insights”) provide little or no insight into the scope of the processing. The decision notes the user interface is not transparent regarding the categories of the personal data processed or for how long the personal data processed will be retained if the user does not withdraw her consent. The identity of data controllers and adtech vendors for whom consent is obtained is absent too.

The decision further notes that while IAB Europe reserves the right to obtain records of consent from CMPs under the Terms & Conditions, they do not inform users of this processing.\textsuperscript{64}

\subsection*{2.5.4 Breach of security}

The Belgian DPA found that IAB Europe did not do enough to ensure that values in the TC strings actually reflected data subjects’ preferences and were not falsified by participating organisations in the TCF, and that downstream actors actually abided by the preferences in the TC string when processing data instead of just ignoring them. The Belgian DPA highlighted that IAB Europe clearly foresaw the possibility
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of this happening, since it explicitly mentions that this is not allowed in its TCF Policies, but had taken no organisational or technical measures to verify or enforce this.

### 2.5.5 Illegal international transfers

The Belgian DPA finds that there is an infringement of the GDPR in relation to international transfers with no legal bases (Articles 44 to 49 of the GDPR), but lacks evidence of a systematic international transfer to act on an infringement due to this topic not being covered in an earlier assessment report, and so does not sanction IAB Europe on this ground. They note that IAB Europe claim the TCF is not designed for international transfers, but that given that the TCF is the method through which OpenRTB is supposedly brought into compliance with the GDPR, IAB Europe cannot pick and choose which parts to facilitate or not in the absence of other means to facilitate them within a joint controllership arrangement.

### 2.5.6 Accountability

Breaches of accountability are split between organisational aspects of IAB Europe, and the possibility or impossibility of broader accountability in the TCF and OpenRTB systems. In fact, the authority denotes that IAB Europe does not sufficiently monitor compliance with the rules it has developed with regard to participating organisations. IAB Europe was found to have not appointed a DPO, undertaken a DPIA, or maintained records of processing, all of which effectively stem from its denial that it was either a controller or that the TC string was personal data.

The systemic issue is of greater interest. The Belgian DPA brings IAB Europe into broader accountability requirements by considering its role in the controllership operations. Consider, for example, that the TCF’s terms and conditions already account for the possibility of falsification or modification of the TC string by its vendors and CMPs, and attempts to prevent it. The Belgian DPA seems to take this to indicate that while IAB Europe seeks to manage consent and objection, it does not have the ability to ensure conformity to those rules, the integrity of the signals being sent, and the validity of the legal bases it facilitates the dissemination of. Consequently, the joint controllership operation fails in terms of the accountability principle.

### 2.6 Summary of corrective measures

In view of the infringements, the Belgian DPA ordered a series of corrective measures aimed at bringing the current version of the TCF into compliance with the GDPR. The measures place requirements on the IAB Europe directly, and through changes to design and governance requirements, also impact upon other TCF participants. In effect, because the TCF binds its participants through a mixture of code, club and contract, the Belgian DPA has identified it as an effective conduit through which obligations to attempt to bring the entire system closer to legality can be passed.

### 2.6.1 Measures relating to IAB Europe

While IAB Europe is not liable for all RTB, insofar as it attempts to orchestrate a system of compliance, it becomes partially responsible for ensuring that compliance is real. The Belgian DPA consequently ordered the following:

**Legal basis.** IAB Europe is required to limit issues around the legal bases used by TCF participants. They must prohibit the use of legitimate interest by updating their terms of use. This prohibition entails the review of all current purposes reliant upon legitimate interests. It also prohibits the use of “default consent” in CMPs. In this line, it further ordered the deletion of personal data collected based on a, already deprecated, “globally scoped” TC string. They particularly note the role of data protection by design as mandating these obligations.

**Transparency obligations in relation to TCF-registered-CMPs.** Reasoning based on transparency rights both overlap with and go beyond the obligations around legal bases mandated under data protection by design. Here, the Belgian DPA requires IAB to force TCF-registered-CMPs to: i) prevent automatic authorisation of participating vendors relying on legitimate interest for their processing activities; ii) prevent consent from being ticked by default in the CMP interfaces; iii) adopt a uniform and GDPR compliant approach to ensure their information is both thorough but also precisely, concise and understandable, to avoid users being “surprised”. This deceptively simple demand may in fact require rethinking of the entire RTB system, and will be discussed further below.

**Security obligation.** As part of its security and integrity obligations, IAB Europe must “take the necessary steps to ensure the validity, integrity and compliance of users’ preferences and consent” transmitted by CMPs to adtech vendors, given that a signal may be tampered with and not adhered to. It also orders for a strict audit and vetting of organisations that join the TCF.

**Data subject rights.** Data subject rights against any other actor in the joint controllership operation may be exercised against IAB Europe, and this must be facilitated. However, the Belgian DPA was not in a position to establish a violation of the Articles 15-22 GDPR. The Belgian DPA only based this requirement on data protection by design, as they did not look into the details of data subject rights as part of their investigation. The initial lack of consideration of this was highlighted by the Dutch DPA in the EDPB, who required the Belgian DPA to include a response to the complaints by NGO Bits of Freedom on this topic.

**Accountability obligations.** IAB Europe is ordered to put into place records of processing of personal data in the TCF by IAB Europe, a DPO, and undertake a DPIA with regard to the processing activities under the TCF and their impact on the processing activities carried out under the OpenRTB system.

IAB Europe must submit an action plan to the Belgian DPA within two months, and complete the obligations within six months, and will receive a daily penalty of 5,000 EUR for non-compliance. They may appeal in Belgium to the Markenhof (Market Court), including requesting a stay of the timeframes the Belgian DPA sets, and potentially from there to the Hof van Cassatie (Court of Cassation). Given the wide complexity of this case and the way it touches on many aspects of data protection law, it seems probable that any of these proceedings may be stayed for a preliminary reference to the CJEU. Furthermore, if they dispute procedural issues (such as regarding a
right to be heard) with the EDPB’s treatment of this case in the one-stop-shop, IAB Europe might attempt an action for annulment at the General Court of the CJEU.

2.6.2 Measures relating to other TCF participants

As this operation constitutes a joint controllership relation, the sanctions imposed on IAB Europe do not reflect the last word in enforcement that may flow from this ruling. There is a limit to what IAB Europe can do to rectify data that has already been collected.

Adtech vendors. While the processing of the TC string is found illegal, and derived from the inappropriate choices made by IAB Europe as data controller, IAB Europe is no longer in a position to delete the TC strings that are in existence — only other adtech firms holding the data have that ability. While IAB Europe is told to delete some data that they may have themselves held from their so-called “global consent” mechanism, a short-lived and controversial attempt to re-use consent to vendors across sites and apps, it is interesting the Belgian DPA did not go so far as to attempt to order them to organise the deletion of data held within their many identified joint controllership arrangements. This choice in itself indicates how difficult cross-border joint controllership operations can be to practically regulate where data is held to different degrees by different controllers.

CMPS’ and publishers’ accountability obligations. The Belgian DPA warns forebodingly that “it is the responsibility of the CMPS and the publishers who implement the TCF, to take the appropriate measures, in line with Articles 24 and 25 GDPR, ensuring that personal data that has been collected in breach of Articles 5 and 6 GDPR is no longer processed and removed accordingly.”

As this decision has been given the blessing of the EDPB via the one-stop-shop, this is one of many parts of this ruling that effectively put actors in the RTB ecosystem “on notice” that regulators may take a different view of their status and the nature of their processing operations going forward.

3. The DPA’s Impossible Asks

Though the IAB Europe claims to offer the TCF to make OpenRTB compliant with the GDPR, the Belgian DPA tellingly “notes, for the record, that it is uncertain whether, in view of its current architecture and support of the OpenRTB protocol, the TCF can be reconciled with the GDPR.” In this light, the above remedial measures placed on IAB Europe look very different. Are these requirements actually irreconcilable with the fundamental functioning of RTB, as legitimised by the TCF or any other envisageable measure? We believe there are several reasons to think they are, and list some of them below.

3.1 Informed consent as irreconcilable with RTB’s scale and unforeseeability

The Belgian DPA asks IAB Europe to inform data subjects about the processing of their personal data following the transparency principle. The information should, inter alia, be comprehensible, concise, and prevent unpleasant surprises for data subjects down the line. While transparency failures in the context of normal data processing are often easy to remedy, the structure of RTB makes meeting the GDPR criteria here a difficult, if not impossible, task. We focus here on establishing consent, as the Belgian DPA already makes it clear legitimate interests are prohibited — and this is a fortiori the case upon considering the requirements of the e-Privacy Directive.

3.1.1 Specific processing and categories unknowable in advance

The purpose of RTB is to let a large number of vendors bid on impression space, and transfer data to an even larger array of downstream actors such as data brokers for “enrichment”. At the point of consent, it is structurally unclear what types of data will be combined, collected or retained in order to inform the bids, as downstream actors do so opportunistically and driven by the economic incentives of a competitive bidding market. As a result, the only information as to the categories of personal data processed that can be provided before consent would seem to be unacceptably wide and open-ended — and to remedy this without changing the very structure of RTB, not just the TCF, would require a crystal ball to see what downstream data management platforms will do with specific users’ bid requests.

3.1.2 Too many actors for transparency; no obvious way to reduce them

IAB Europe’s approach to RTB in Europe promises its participants an open market, where an open-ended number of actors can participate in bidding or enrichment, as long as they are members of the TCF. Necessarily, this entails that any visitor to a website faces a need to consent to hundreds of vendors simultaneously, because it is unclear beforehand which vendors will wish to be implicated in processing. The Belgian DPA makes a repeated point throughout the decision that establishing legal bases in the face of so many actors at once is not feasible. Even when configured in the best possible ways, CMPS squeeze so much information into multi-tabbed boxes that it would take over half an hour of constant reading on average for an adult of average literacy to read all the descriptions, let alone any linked policies. The Belgian DPA’s finding that the required reading is already disproportionately would be only adversely affected by its further stipulation that information about each vendor is unacceptably uniformly standardised by IAB Europe and needs to in more detail reflect the specifics of each actor’s processing, making compliance structurally less possible regardless of tweaks.

Consequently, unless RTB was structurally changed to only allow a much smaller and more immediately identifiable and comprehensible subset of bidders to process data from a specific site or app visitor (eg on a random or rotating basis), it is hard to see how it could ever provide the transparency required by the Belgian DPA to establish informed consent. Even consent to only subsets of actors would suffer from further practical and legal hurdles that would make it infeasible, such as an inability to easily withdraw consent from previous recipients or to remember a consent setting from visit to visit, let alone its impacts on the deeper functioning of RTB.

3.2 Data subject rights lack obvious communication channel

The Belgian DPA requires IAB Europe to facilitate within the TCF processes such that users can exercise their data rights. However,
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the entire RTB ecosystem was designed as a one-way data flow from individuals to adtech actors, through cookie IDs, fingerprinting technologies, and other systems. IAB Europe would become responsible for forwarding or facilitating any access or erasure request it receives to, at the very least, the hundreds of vendors in the TCF.

This may not be technically impossible: individuals would need to firstly establish all of the relevant identifiers that they are associated with in the adtech ecosystem, for example, through a dedicated website or app using all the plugins, SDKs and methods across TCF vendors which are used routinely to identify users, but instead purposed to identifying users for access rights. The industry is no stranger to a website testing whether users are identifiable to ad companies for the purposes of offering them supposedly control — this is the functionality of an opt-out (from seeing customised adverts, but not data collection) service such as YourOnlineChoices.eu, an implementation of the now defunct IAB Europe OBA [Online Behavioural Advertising] Framework. However, the problem becomes more difficult considering that access rights also need to be exercised vis-a-vis data management platforms and demand-side platforms which may not have the tracking systems that can directly identify users, but hold large amounts of data relating to identifiable individuals. This appears to require significant engineering effort. Furthermore, it is unclear how each of these vendors would send the data to the individuals requesting it, given their usual means of communication is through advertising space in a user’s browser, rather than through name, email or similar, even if some will hold the latter information. As a result, IAB Europe will have to reconcile an industry-wide tension, where for reasons of system design, individuals are perfectly identifiable for the purposes of data processing, but imperfectly identifiable for purposes of permitting them. This certainly seems a significant hurdle for IAB Europe to accomplish within 6 months, given that seemingly no effort so far has been made in integrating such subject rights within the TCF.

3.3 Withdrawal or even refusal of consent is structurally impossible without constant invasive data processing

The Belgian DPA clearly sees the issue with manifestly illegally configured CMPs, noting as they are responsible for guiding the user to submit their preferences and generating the consent string, they “[constitute] the cornerstone of the TCF”. It instructs IAB Europe to bind CMPs themselves to be unable to be illegally configured. However, some issues with CMPs seem trickier to solve, and indeed go beyond any possible configuration publishers could implement today.

Firstly, users have no easy record of which publishers they have visited, and which trackers were implicated, other than meticulously maintaining and trawling through the browsing histories across their devices.

Secondly, even if all publishers are found, the CMP interfaces that are often inescapable when first interacting with a website or app, are unfindable in equal measure if a user wants to change their previous preferences.

Thirdly, even if the interface can be recalled, there is no guarantee that CMPs are positioned to support a user withdrawing their previous consent. The dynamic nature of the Global Vendor List, or the choices that publishers or CMPs make in relation to it, means that upon a future visit the user may well find the vendors previously given consent to have disappeared from the interface and are unavailable to communicate a withdrawal to. As far as the authors can tell from publicly available sources, the Global Vendor List has had 129 changes since August 2019. The limited enforcement structure of the TCF (see below) furthermore foresees that if an organisation is found to be processing data incorrectly, they should be removed from the list, making withdrawal the hardest against the shadiest actors. Furthermore, even if such vendors were available, a withdrawal of consent currently is designed to stop a bid request reaching downstream vendors via other adtech actors. Individuals are typically identified by demand side platforms and data management platforms through cookie matching and other combinations. As a result, for a withdrawal of consent to be as effective throughout the ecosystem as a positive consent signal would paradoxically require exactly the type of invasive and surprising device matching, data combination and user identification that a user wishes to cease or never occur. This would have to occur every time a user expressed no consent — significant amounts of a user’s identifiable information, including on the website they were visiting, would have to be transmitted entirely throughout the ecosystem simply to prevent processing that a user may never have consented to. So, too, might users making sporadic use of tracking blocking technologies paradoxically find themselves in a situation where their efforts to prevent tracking hamper their ability to withdraw consent from controllers they clearly do not wish to process their personal data.

If IAB Europe has to contract with CMPs to ensure that withdrawal of consent is as easy as giving it, and this is as structurally impossible as described above, it seems difficult to imagine what kind of requirements IAB Europe could place on CMPs that would still be compatible with the functioning of RTB.

3.4 Insecurity in RTB is structurally invisible to IAB Europe

The Belgian DPA noted the lack of systematic monitoring of compliance by IAB Europe with the TCF rules by the participating organisa-
Multiplying liability risks for other adtech vendors that may consume falsified consent strings are able to quickly spread, triggering and which act upon their own incentives to allow target advertising. Consent-string fraud and conflict of interests among its participants, to remedy the structural failures that the TCF enables seems limited server-to-server transfers cannot happen without being scrutinised directly from the Web. From an “automated audit” approach, representing a majority of RTB functions and which cannot be seen insight into the “invisible” side of RTB happening between servers, manifestly insufficient in relation to the scope of this decision. Focus on “live” deployments of TCF vendors on websites provides no insight into the “invisible” side of RTB happening between servers, representing a majority of RTB functions and which cannot be seen from an “automated audit” approach. Scholars studying these transfers have to model them, as it appears to be complex to study them directly from the Web. However, IAB Europe does not intermediate between these firms, so short of setting up a programme where server-to-server transfers cannot happen without being scrutinised by a third party, the extent to which IAB Europe can actually comply to remedy the structural failures that the TCF enables seems limited indeed.

### 3.4.1 IAB Europe does not intermediate server-to-server transfers

IAB Europe’s announced Vendor Compliance Programme, after the hearing in this decision had concluded, which the regulator notes is manifestly insufficient in relation to the scope of this decision. Focusing on “live” deployments of TCF vendors on websites provides no insight into the “invisible” side of RTB happening between servers, representing a majority of RTB functions and which cannot be seen from an “automated audit” approach. Scholars studying these transfers have to model them, as it appears to be complex to study them directly from the Web. However, IAB Europe does not intermediate between these firms, so short of setting up a programme where server-to-server transfers cannot happen without being scrutinised by a third party, the extent to which IAB Europe can actually comply to remedy the structural failures that the TCF enables seems limited indeed.

### 3.4.2 Consent-string fraud compounds quickly

IAB Europe will still need to address the constant possibility of consent-string fraud and conflict of interests among its participants, which act upon their own incentives to allow target advertising. The TCF will need to deal with the distributed risk among its players, since falsified consent strings are able to quickly spread, triggering and multiplying liability risks for other adtech vendors that may consume such strings. Publishers and vendors could be deemed liable in the chain of consent.

This may further have interesting consequences for managed initiatives for automated consent signals from browsers, as it indicates there are conditions that the organisations managing them could be in part responsible for their integrity and interpretation.

### 3.4.3 Independence of auditing

It can further be questioned whether an audit system can be effective in the current structure of IAB Europe. It has only a yearly turnover of just 2.5m EUR. Furthermore, the potential impartiality of such an audit scheme is highly questionable, given that IAB Europe is itself a membership organisation composed of the bodies to be audited, which in turn would rely on a positive audit in order to operate in Europe.

### 4. Clarity, Consequences and Conclusions

All things considered, IAB Europe and the RTB ecosystem it facilitates seem caught between a rock and hard place. They are unable to address the fundamental tensions between the technical functioning of RTB and the requirements of lawful bases for processing and support for data subject rights that their role as a (joint) controller requires. At the same time, they are also unable to divest themselves from the tent of illegality they have spread over the advertising industry to escape the inevitable sanctions that non-compliance will exact. This conclusion seems to run in the face of their aspirations, even following this decision, to turn the TCF into a national or international GDPR code of conduct under data protection law. The conduct it would codify has deep and fundamental tensions which appear to render data protection compliance based on it structurally impossible.

Where next for IAB Europe, the TCF, RTB and its European participants? We offer some concluding thoughts below.

### 4.1 Enforcement and TCF participants

Actors in the TCF seem to have delegated thinking about their structural data protection positions and roles to IAB Europe, accepting assumptions that both the Belgian DPA and EDPB clearly disagree with. This decision means that all TCF players will be forced to rethink their own positions, taking into account their factual processing activities.

This does not stem from any direct effect that this decision has upon actors other than IAB Europe. Given that this case has already passed through the GDPR’s EDPB consistency mechanism, it seems highly likely that EU DPAs will use this decision as a foundational template for consistent application of the Regulation in its understanding of the roles and responsibilities within RTB. Consequently, IAB Europe’s messaging to its members in response to the ruling that “the APD decision does not make it much easier for local Data Protection Authorities to attack specific vendors, pub-
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Clearinghouse, a vision of the late Giovanni Buttarelli, is notable in enforced together. The European Data Protection Supervisor’s Digital necessary to ensure both competition law and data protection can be between different regulators concerned with the digital economy is geting such as Google (Chrome) and Apple (iOS). To this end, work and those with control of significant infrastructures for on-device tar empowers platforms, particularly those with large first-party datasets, data protection and privacy seeks to prevent open and low-fric tional efforts to ban surveillance-based advertising at large.

The push away from RTB might further converge with recent interna parallels between any decision from Ireland compared to this one. a lack of meaningful competition. Google’s data protection fate in because of many of the same complaints that were forwarded through the one- sibilities, the fact that they do not have a direct ruling on their name might make it more attractive for inexperienced publishers in particular in the short-term, further concentrating a market already suffering from a lack of meaningful competition. Google’s data protection fate in this regard largely sits with the Irish DPA, and the firm was named in many of the same complaints that were forwarded through the one-stop-shop to Belgium; it will be interesting to see whether there are parallels between any decision from Ireland compared to this one. Furthermore, this ruling might also give impetus for alternative advertising logics that have been pushed to the margins because of the hegemony of real-time bidding to re-emerge, such as contextual advertising, user elicitation of advertising, or subscription models. The push away from RTB might further converge with recent interna tional efforts to ban surveillance-based advertising at large. Because data protection and privacy seeks to prevent open and low-fric tion dissemination of user data, it can be argued that regulating it empowers platforms, particularly those with large first-party datasets, and those with control of significant infrastructures for on-device targetig such as Google (Chrome) and Apple (iOS). To this end, work between different regulators concerned with the digital economy is necessary to ensure both competition law and data protection can be enforced together. The European Data Protection Supervisor’s Digital Clearinghouse, a vision of the late Giovanni Buttarelli, is notable in this regard.

4.2 Future of RTB

Without the TCF providing a lawful basis for processing in the context of OpenRTB, the Belgian DPA’s logic turns the protocol into a poisoned well for actors looking for a way to start or continue the practice of bidding-based advertisement. Even if other RTB systems, such as Google’s Authorised Buyers, suffer similar structural deficiencies, the fact that they do not have a direct ruling on their name might make it more attractive for inexperienced publishers in particular in the short-term, further concentrating a market already suffering from a lack of meaningful competition. Google’s data protection fate in this regard largely sits with the Irish DPA, and the firm was named in many of the same complaints that were forwarded through the one-stop-shop to Belgium; it will be interesting to see whether there are parallels between any decision from Ireland compared to this one. Furthermore, this ruling might also give impetus for alternative advertising logics that have been pushed to the margins because of the hegemony of real-time bidding to re-emerge, such as contextual advertising, user elicitation of advertising, or subscription models. The push away from RTB might further converge with recent interna tional efforts to ban surveillance-based advertising at large. Because data protection and privacy seeks to prevent open and low-fric tion dissemination of user data, it can be argued that regulating it empowers platforms, particularly those with large first-party datasets, and those with control of significant infrastructures for on-device targetig such as Google (Chrome) and Apple (iOS). To this end, work between different regulators concerned with the digital economy is necessary to ensure both competition law and data protection can be enforced together. The European Data Protection Supervisor’s Digital Clearinghouse, a vision of the late Giovanni Buttarelli, is notable in this regard.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have argued that this decision is a milestone with important, broad and deep potential impacts. Firstly, the scope of the controllership and processing operations identified has, to an extent we have never seen before in either case-law or published regulatory decisions, considered and analysed a significant extent of the entire RTB ecosystem at once. This will likely have wider impacts for pan-European enforcement, and provide a blueprint going forwards in line with the GDPR’s consistency mechanism. Secondly, while the deci sion appears to give a chance to IAB Europe to fix the TCF, the chalice the Belgian DPA hands the defendant is actually somewhat poisoned. Upon a detailed reading, in the context of how RTB does and could work technically, it becomes apparent that much of what the Belgian DPA asks ranges from structurally challenging to impossible without rethinking how RTB itself works. These “impossible asks” leave IAB Europe and its participants faced with a cliff edge. While this is far from the end of the saga of online advertising, tracking and data protection law, it may in retrospect be a very important moment indeed.
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